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Abstract—Isolation and performance are critical issues for
virtual networking. In this paper, we consider the use of
Xen virtualization platform for building software-based virtual
routers. We propose a network monitor for Xen to increase
the isolation and the performance on packet forwarding. The
network monitor controls the use of shared resources and
punishes misbehaving virtual routers, guaranteeing an isolated
operation of the virtual networks. In order to secure the shared
data plane, we propose a secure communication protocol that
provides mutual authentication, protection against replay attacks,
and privacy between the virtual routers and the administrative
domain. The results obtained with the developed prototype show
that our proposal guarantees availability of the virtual-network
control and packet forwarding services and also provides a fair
resource sharing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the network virtualization paradigm, different virtual
routers share a physical router in order to provide different
network services simultaneously. Key aspects of this paradigm
are isolation and performance on packet forwarding. Isolation
ensures independent virtual network operation, preventing
malicious or fault virtual routers interference in the operation
of other virtual networks.
Xen [1] is a virtualization platform that can be used to
create virtual routers, each with its own operating system and
protocol stack, in commodity computers. The Xen platform,
however, does not provide a complete isolation and also
presents a low performance on handling network input/output
(I/O) operations [2]. This paper proposes XNetMon, a network
monitor for Xen that ensures isolation among virtual networks
and provides a high packet forwarding performance. XNetMon
is based on the paradigm of plane separation [3], in which
data forwarding and control mechanisms are decoupled. Thus,
control, such as routing, is accomplished inside the virtual machine, ensuring flexibility in the design of control mechanisms,
while packet forwarding is performed in a privileged domain,
called Domain 0 (Dom0), providing near-native performance.
XNetMon guarantees a secure communication between virtual
routers and Dom0, controls plane separation, and monitors the
Dom0 resource consumption caused by each individual virtual
router, ensuring that no router interferes with the others. Our
controller affords a differentiated Dom0 resource allocation,
allowing the administrator to assign different priorities to each
virtual network.
We developed a prototype to evaluate the resource sharing
and the security level provided by XNetMon in the presence
of malicious virtual routers. The results show that XNetMon
avoids that attack traffic disrupts the shared data plane. The

proposed controller also reduces delays in transmissions between external machines through the virtual router during
Dom0 overload in more than eight times. In addition, XNetMon effectively controls resource sharing, such as bandwidth,
reducing errors in the resource division in more than three
times when compared with other proposals.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
and Section III describe the network and the attacker models,
respectively. Section IV presents the proposal and Section V
shows our prototype and the results. Finally, Section VI
describes related work and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. N ETWORK VIRTUALIZATION USING X EN
The virtual network model using Xen considers that virtual
machines behave as routers. A virtual network is defined as
a set of virtual routers and links, created over the physical
infrastructure, as illustrated by Fig. 1(a). The Xen architecture
is composed of the hypervisor, the virtual machines, called
unprivileged domains (DomU), and a privileged virtual machine called Domain 0 (Dom0). The Xen hypervisor controls
the physical resource accesses and handles the I/O operations
performed by the domains. Dom0 is a privileged domain
that directly accesses the hardware. Since Dom0 is a driver
domain, it stores all physical device drivers and creates an
interface between the virtual drivers placed in the unprivileged
domains and the physical devices. In addition, Dom0 is also
the management interface between the administrator and the
hypervisor to create virtual machines, modify Xen parameters,
and manage Xen operation.
Sending and receiving packets are I/O operations, which
require the use of the device drivers located at Dom0. Thus, all
network operations of the DomUs generate an overhead in both
memory and CPU of Dom0. The Xen hypervisor, however,
does not efficiently isolate Dom0 resource usage, which is
a major vulnerability of Xen. Table I shows that a DomU
can easily increase Dom0 CPU consumption by performing
network operations1 . Since data transfer between two DomUs
and data transfer between DomU and Dom0 are Dom0 CPUdemanding operations, a malicious or fault action in a DomU
can easily exhaust the Dom0 resources and thus compromise
the performance of all the other domains. One of the goals of
1 Tests performed with the Top tool in a machine with Intel Core 2 Quad
processor with 4GB of RAM and Xen 3.4-amd64. Each DomU is configured
with one virtual CPU and 128 MB of memory, and Dom0 is configured with
one virtual CPU and no memory constraints. Each virtual CPU is associated
with an exclusive physical CPU. TCP traffic was generated with Iperf. The
basic CPU consumption indicates the CPU usage in Dom0 when there are no
operations in the DomUs. We assume a confidence interval of 95%.

(a) Xen architecture with two virtual networks: DomUs behave as
virtual routers.
Fig. 1.

(b) Conventional packet forwarding.

Xen architecture and packet forwarding modes assuming two virtual networks.

the proposal is to prevent that any operation performed on a
virtual network breaks the isolation between networks.
TABLE I
CPU CONSUMPTION ON D OM 0.

CPU (%)
0, 71 ± 0, 60
66, 43 ± 8, 93
85, 49 ± 5, 91
1, 79 ± 1, 01

(c) Packet forwarding with plane separation:
data packets pass only through Dom0.

Description
Basic CPU consumption on Dom0
TCP traffic from DomU to Dom0
TCP traffic from DomU1 to DomU2
TCP traffic from an external machine to DomU

The Xen conventional architecture is not efficient for network operations because DomU packet forwarding takes a
long and slow path. As depicted in Fig. 1(b), the packet arrives
at Dom0, follows to DomU, and returns back to Dom0 to be
forwarded to the next router. The plane separation paradigm is
an alternative to improve the forwarding performance because
packets are directly forwarded by a shared data plane in Dom0,
as shown in Fig. 1(c). The plane separation is accomplished by
maintaining a copy of the current forwarding table of DomU in
Dom0, which has direct access to the hardware. It is important
to note that data packets are directly forwarded by Dom0, but
control packets are forwarded to DomU to update the control
plane. Also, plane separation does not impede flexibility in
packet forwarding. If a virtual router needs to do specialized
operations not supported by the shared data plane, such as
monitoring or modifying a specific header field, it can ignore
plane separation by inserting a default route to the virtual
machine in the forwarding table in Dom0, as done in the
conventional packet forwarding.
III. ATTACKER MODEL
DomUs can affect each other intentionally or not, due to
malicious actions and system faults. We classify a malicious
behavior when a DomU intentionally performs activities to
degrade the performance of other virtual networks. For fault
behavior, we denote every attempt of a DomU to exceed
its resource reservation when all the Dom0 resources are
in use, which non-intentionally can prevent the operation of
other domains. Both behaviors are harmful and, for simplicity,
we define all the domains that perform such behaviors as
opponents. The other domains are called common domains.
IV. P ROPOSAL DESCRIPTION
The main objective of XNetMon is to provide the isolation
of virtual networks and a secure data plane update. A secure
data plane update is achieved when the control service that

updates the shared data plane is always available and the
communication between DomU and Dom0 is done through
a secure channel. XNetMon achieves isolation by controlling
the use of Dom0 resources. XNetMon also allocates and
monitors physical resources used by all DomUs according
to the parameters set by the administrator of the physical
machine. Then, the administrator specifies the minimum resources of Dom0 that each virtual network can use and assigns
priorities in the use of the idle resources. The architecture
of XNetMon, illustrated in Fig. 2, is client-server based,
assuming that the server is placed at Dom0 and the client
is placed at each virtual router (DomU). The XNetMon server
is composed of a controller module that monitors bandwidth,
CPU, and memory usage in Dom0 and punishes opponent
domains. Additional features of XNetMon include: the virtual
network definition, the data plane manager and the secure communication modules. The virtual network definition module
describes the traffic characteristics of each virtual network,
ensuring that different virtual networks do not overlap. The
data plane manager module updates routing tables and packet
filters in Dom0 according to the control plane on each DomU.
Finally, the secure communication module ensures a reliable
message exchange between virtual machines and Dom0 for
synchronizing the data plane.
A. Controller Module
The controller allocates Dom0 resources and also monitors their total usage, U (t), and their usage by each virtual
router i, Ui (t), in every T seconds. The allocation of Dom0
resources takes place in two ways: by fixed reservation and
on demand. In the allocation based on fixed reservation, the
administrator reserves a fixed amount of Dom0 resources for
each DomU, ensuring a minimum quality for each virtual
network. The on-demand allocation guarantees high efficiency
in resource usage, because XNetMon redistributes the idle
resources among the DomUs that have a demand greater than
their fixed reservation. We classify as idle resources all the
non-reserved resources as well as the reserved resources that
are not in use by the virtual networks. Thus, a premise of
the controller is to provide the fixed resources of a virtual
router i, represented as a percentage αi of the total resources
of the Dom0, R(t), whenever there is a demand. Another
premise is to allocate all the idle resources on demand to
the virtual routers according to the priority preset by the
administrator. This priority is a parameter called weight that
belongs to {Wi ∈ Z | 1 ≤ Wi ≤ 1, 000}. The higher the

Fig. 2.

XNetMon architecture with the main data flows and the monitored Dom0 resources, assuming three virtual routers.

weight of a virtual router, the more idle resources on Dom0
it has access to. Thus, the on-demand allocation provides an
additional differentiated quality for each virtual network.
The controller monitors bandwidth by observing the volume
of bits being transmitted by each output physical link. If a
router exceeds the allocated bandwidth in an output link, it is
punished by having its packets (destined to that link) dropped.
The CPU usage in Dom0 is monitored based on the volume
of packets passing through Dom0. The monitored data is then
weighted on the cost of each network operation. The packet
processing cost is assigned according to the source and the
destination of the packet because, as shown in Table I, the
packet impact on the Dom0 CPU depends on whether the
packet comes from/goes to a DomU or an external machine.
If a router exceeds the allocated CPU, it is punished by
having its packets dropped in the input interface. To avoid
attacks that generate unfair CPU punishments, it is important
to define the responsible domain for each measured operation.
In transfers between DomUs, the DomU that sends the packet
is responsible for all the costs of CPU usage, because we want
to prevent an opponent domain from starting unsolicited traffic
to exhaust CPU resources of a common domain. Besides, in
transfers between DomU and Dom0, the CPU usage cost is
always accounted for the DomU.
XNetMon controls memory usage by observing the size
of the forwarding table of each virtual router. If the Dom0
memory reaches critical limits, the virtual routers whose
tables/filters occupy more memory than the fixed reservation
are punished, through the disposal of a percentage of routes.
To avoid packet losses, a default route to the virtual router is
added. Therefore, reducing the size of the routing table does
not imply dropping packets, but only in a reduced forwarding
performance because the packet is then forwarded by DomU
instead of by Dom0.
1) Punishment Computing: Opponent domains are punished by having their packets or routes dropped. XNetMon
controller searches and converges for a dropping probability
that balances the use of Dom0 resources among virtual routers
according to the fixed reservation and weight values. To avoid
drops when there are idle resources on the physical machine,
a virtual router is punished only if its usage overcomes its
fixed reservation value and if the total resource usage reaches
a critical level, given by a percentage β of total resources R(t)
in Dom0. With no idle resources, all nodes that use more than
the fixed reservation are punished to avoid that other virtual

routers cannot use their fixed reservation. Given that
P the total
non-reserved resources is given by D(t) = R(t)− ∀i αi R(t),
then the dropping probability in t + T , given by Φi (t + T ), is
updated according to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Heuristics for punishment computing.
input : Φi (t), Wi , αi , R(t), U (t), Ui (t), D(t), β
output: Φi (t + T )
if (αi · R(t) < Ui (t)) or (Φi (t) > 0) then
if (αi · R(t) < Ui (t)) then
% Calculate an idle resource usage indicator
Υi (t) = (Ui (t) − αi · R(t))/D(t)
if (β · R(t) ≤ U (t)) then
% Since there are no idle resources, some network can
be damaged. Thus, we increase punishment.
if (Φi (t) > 0) then
Φi (t + T ) =
Φi (t)
min(Φi (t) + (1 + Υi (t)) · (1 + W1 ) ·
, 1)
1
i

(3− W )
i

else
Φi (t + T ) = Φinitial % Set initial punishment
end
else
% Reduce punishment, because there are idle resources
Φi (t + T ) =
Φi (t)
max(Φi (t) − (1 + (1 − Υi (t))) · (1 − W1 ) ·
, 0)
1
i

(3+ W )
i

end
else
% Fastly reduce punishment, because the router used only its
fixed resources.
Φ (t)
Φi (t + T ) = max(Φi (t) − 3 · (1 − W1 ) · i3 , 0)
i

end
else
Φi (t + T ) = 0
end

It is important to note that even if a DomU consumes fewer
resources than its fixed reservation value, the punishment is
not immediately reset to avoid instabilities. Also, to prevent
that traffic generated by virtual routers interrupt other Dom0
services due to CPU overload, a residual punishment is constantly applied in the output interfaces of virtual machines.
Such punishment should be small enough to not impact the
low-volume transmissions, but should prevent that a DomU
consumes all the resources of Dom0.
B. Data plane manager module
As mentioned earlier, for a higher performance, it is essential to forward packets through Dom0. However, by separating
the packet forwarding from the routing control, the virtual
routers are unable to update their forwarding tables and their

packet filters, because they have no access to Dom0 memory.
XNetMon monitors tables and filters in DomUs and make a
replica of them on Dom0 through the data plane manager module. Therefore, the XNetMon client in each DomU monitors
changes in the forwarding table and packet filters, and the
XNetMon server in Dom0 maps both the forwarding table
and the packet filter built in each DomU to Dom0.
Every change in the forwarding table or packet filter in
DomU must be immediately updated in its replica in Dom0.
For this reason, after every control message arrival, the data
plane manager client checks for changes in the forwarding
table and packet filters in DomU. If any difference is found,
XNetMon client transmits the changes to Dom0 via the
secure communication module. When the XNetMon data plane
manager server receives a message notifying a forwarding
table change, it searches for the settings of that DomU to
find out in which Dom0 table to insert the change. In packet
filter updates, the server modifies the received rule, inserting
rule parameters that specify the characteristics of the virtual
network. This avoids that one virtual router creates rules in
the packet filter that influence other virtual router traffic.
C. Secure communication module
The secure communication module creates a secure communication channel between the Dom0 and the DomUs, providing
mutual authentication and privacy in data transfer. Since it is
often used to update the data plane in Dom0, this must be
a light module. Mutual authentication is required to ensure
that no opponent domain can forge the identity of a common
domain or of Dom0 to generate spoiled information in the data
plane that corresponds to the attacked domain.

(a) Establishment of a session key, s = f (s1 , s2 ).

(b) Message exchange to update data plane.
Fig. 3.

Creating the secure channel between Dom0 and DomU.

The secure communication module is composed of two
protocols: one based on asymmetric cryptography for exchanging session keys, as described in Fig. 3(a), and other based
on symmetric cryptography for securely transmitting data
between a DomU and the Dom0, described in Fig. 3(b), where
k is the private key, K is the public key, Encsim ([M ], key)
and Encas ([M ], key) are the encryption of the message M
with the key for symmetric and asymmetric cryptography,
respectively, Signas ([M ], k) represents message M and its
signature with k, and id is the source node identity.
These protocols avoid replay attacks, in which the opponent
domain repeats old control messages to spoil information in

the data plane of the attacked domain. Hence, Dom0 and each
DomU exchange timestamps during the establishment of the
session key and then both know the difference between their
clocks, Td0 and Tdu , according to equation δest = |Td0 −Tdu |.
Thus, whenever an update message is sent, the source inserts
into the message its current timestamp to the destination check
whether the message is a replay. If so, the timestamp does not
satisfy
|Td0n − Tdun | − emax < δest < |Td0n − Tdun | + emax , (1)
where emax is the maximum transmission delay and Td0n and
Tdun are the current timestamps of Dom0 and DomU2 .
Therefore, we can affirm that the communication between
Dom0 and DomU is secure because XNetMon checks the
authenticity, the privacy, and the non-reproducibility of data.
V. P ROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
We developed a prototype to analyze the effectiveness of
XNetMon in the presence of opponent domains and verify the
efficiency of the controller to share resources. The prototype
was implemented in C and Python and provides the data plane
manager module, the secure communication module, and a
controller able to monitor both bandwidth and CPU of Dom0.
Monitoring and punishment were implemented with Iptables.
We use Blowfish, which is considered a lightweight protocol
for symmetric encryption, and RSA to implement the message
exchange described in Fig. 3.
We performed the tests on a machine, hereafter called
router, equipped with an Intel core2 quad processor with 4GB
of RAM, using Xen 3.4-amd64 in router mode. The router
has five physical Ethernet interfaces of 1 Gb/s each. We
instantiated four virtual machines running Debian operating
system with Linux kernel 2.6-26-2, each with one virtual CPU,
128 MB of memory, and five network interfaces. The number
of virtual CPUs in Dom0 varies according to the test and there
are no memory constraints for this domain. The physical CPUs
are shared by all virtual CPUs and the hypervisor dynamically
maps virtual CPUs to the real CPUs. The tests use two external
machines that generate or receive packets, each with a network
interface of 1 Gb/s. All traffic is generated with Iperf and the
results present a confidence interval of 95%.
The first test evaluates the availability of the secure data
plane update. The test is considered successful if the DomU
updates its data plane using the secure communication protocol and no operation of other domains that passes through
Dom0 prevents the data plane update. We compared the
availability of the secure data plane update of XNetMon with
the conventional plane separation, described in Section II.
We used the secure communication module of XNetMon to
secure the conventional plane separation. The test consists
of a maximum of three attempts from DomU1 to update
the data plane, while DomU2 sends TCP traffic to DomU1 .
The scenario simulates an opponent virtual router, DomU2 ,
trying to prevent a common router, DomU1 , from normally
operating. In XNetMon, DomU1 , which is trying to update
2 Known solutions, such as the use of NTP, avoid that the drift in the clocks
of the DomU interferes with XNetMon. Other possibility is to re-run the
protocol for exchanging session keys whenever (1) is false.
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Availability of data plane update and resource usage control in XNetMon.

the data plane, has α1 = 0.5 and the opponent, DomU2 , has
α2 = 0.3. All DomUs have weight W = 500.
Fig. 4(a) shows the success probability of data plane update
and Fig. 4(b) shows the volume of data transmitted between
the virtual machines. The DomU2 attack is effective when
using the conventional plane separation, even if there is a
great number of CPUs in Dom0. XNetMon, however, increases
by up to 100% the probability of a successful data plane
update. Due to the controller, XNetMon limits attack traffic
from the DomU2 avoiding the overload of Dom0 resources.
Also, the XNetMon controller reserves the CPU resources
required by DomU1 to send the update messages as well
as to perform cryptographic operations. Fig. 4(b) shows that
XNetMon punishes traffic from DomU2 to DomU1 to ensure
that the Dom0 CPU resources are not exhausted. Therefore,
the throughput achieved when using XNetMon is smaller than
when using the secure data plane update with only one CPU
in Dom0. When we increase the number of CPUs in Dom0,
the CPU restriction is relaxed and the throughput using XNetMon increases. Indeed, XNetMon throughput is even greater
than the throughput of the secure data plane separation. The
XNetMon controller ensures the fixed resources of DomU1 ,
and then DomU1 can handle the data plane update as well
as the ACK messages of the TCP connection started by
DomU2 . Losing ACK messages is worse to throughput than
the limitation imposed by XNetMon controller to traffic due to
the CPU consumption. Thus, XNetMon ensures a secure data
plane update with high availability and also ensures a high
performance connection between virtual machines because of
the proposed architecture with the controller module.
The second test evaluates the transmission delay of XNetMon when compared to conventional plane separation. This
test measures the delay caused by XNetMon overhead according to Dom0 workload. Because we are not evaluating fairness
in resource sharing, we created a virtual network with a fixed
reservation of 100%. The test consists of two experiments that
measure the Round Trip Time (RTT) between two external
machines using Ping. In the first experiment, there is no back-

ground traffic, whereas in the second experiment background
TCP traffic was generated between the two external machines.
The results of both experiments are in Fig. 4(c). Without
background traffic, data transmission presents a low RTT
for both configurations. However, when there is background
traffic, the Dom0 CPU is overloaded, increasing the response
time of the system, and, consequently, increasing the RTT. The
results show that the CPU and bandwidth control provided
by XNetMon prevents that the Dom0 CPU is overloaded and,
thus, XNetMon presented an RTT up to eight times lower than
the conventional plane separation configuration. It is important
to note that even though XNetMon control implies in dropping
packets, these drops do not cause a major impact on traffic,
as shown in Fig. 4(d).
The third experiment concerns sharing output links. In this
experiment, a DomU and an external machine on different
virtual networks initiate a communication with another external machine. Thus, both networks share the output link to
the destination machine. Both networks have equal access to
physical resources, with α = 0.5 and W = 500 in both
virtual routers. To assess XNetMon, we also test the bandwidth
control using Traffic Control (TC), a widely used tool for
traffic control on Linux machines. In TC experiments, we
use the Hierarchy Token Bucket (HTB) to create two output
queues, each one with a minimum bandwidth of 512Mb/s
and a maximum bandwidth of up to 1Gb/s to simulate the
same resource usage policy than XNetMon. Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)
present the results when the DomU sends UDP traffic with a
maximum rate of 1.5 Gb/s and packets of 1500 B while the
external machine sends TCP traffic. In the beginning, there
is no control in the network and from the specified moment
XNetMon or TC controls traffic.
The results show that external machine traffic has priority
over DomU traffic when there is no control on the resource
sharing. This is an isolation failure when using plane separation, because external traffic influences the maximum volume
of traffic generated by a DomU. Thus, an external machine that
belongs to an adversary network could generate attack traffic to

damage the performance of a virtual router of another virtual
network. In this test, we equally share the resources between
the two virtual networks and then both network should have
an equal slice of the link, which means 512 Mb/s for each
virtual network. Although XNetMon presents a larger variation
in traffic than TC, XNetMon average throughput has a lower
error with respect to the ideal rate of 512 Mb/s for each virtual
network than the TC average throughput. In fact, if there is
no control of the external machine inflow, UDP traffic from
the virtual machine is underprivileged and is unable to achieve
high rates. Therefore, XNetMon control presented a maximum
throughput error with respect to the ideal rate of 512 Mb/s of
−14.2 % for UDP traffic and of −0.62 % for TCP traffic
and TC presented a maximum throughput error with respect
to the ideal rate of 512 Mb/s of −52.18 % for UDP traffic and
of +35.68 % for TCP traffic. Thus, the XNetMon presented
a higher fairness in the link resource sharing because it is
adapted to the Xen architecture particularities.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Isolation in Xen is a known issue. Jin et al. proposed a
mechanism to ensure fairness in the use of L2 and L3 cache on
Xen, which is not contemplated by the isolation mechanisms
of the Xen hypervisor [4]. Another proposal evaluates the performance of virtual routers created with Xen [5], investigating
the routing bottlenecks caused by CPU and memory when
forwarding packets at Dom0. The authors use Click, which is
a platform for building modular routers, to create different data
planes with efficiency and flexibility. However, authors do not
provide mechanisms differentiate the use of Dom0 resources
between the virtual routers, as well as they do not present
any scheme to do a secure data plane update guaranteeing
authentication, privacy and availability. Thus, these proposals
and XNetMon are complementary approaches.
Isolation is also a concern for other virtualization platforms.
Trellis [6] provides isolation between virtual networks on the
VINI platform [7]. In this platform, the system is virtualized
on the operating system level and then all virtual environments
share the same kernel. The main problem of the approaches
based on operating system virtualization [6], [3] is that all
control planes execute on the same operating system restricting
flexibility. Another virtualization platform is OpenFlow [8],
which is based on a centralized control plane. FlowVisor [9]
creates slices in OpenFlow networks by controlling CPU,
memory and bandwidth usage by each virtual network.
An alternative to provide fairness is the use of a hardwarebased isolation, but these approaches increase equipment costs.
Anwer et al. propose the use of NetFPGAs to provide fairness [10]. Other proposal is the direct I/O model [11], in which
virtual machines directly access the hardware. A different
queue is provided to each virtual machine in the hardware to
guarantee fairness. Although this approach provides high performance on packet forwarding, it violates the driver domain
model, breaking fault isolation and device transparency [10].
XNetMon is a software-based approach for the Xen platform. The main difference from XNetMon to other proposals
is that our proposal deals with the issue of creating a secure
plane separation and prevents external machines or opponent
DomUs from hindering other virtual networks.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
XNetMon is a network monitor for safely isolating virtual
networks created with the Xen platform. Our research on
XNetMon raises several questions about isolation, flexibility,
performance, and security in the design of virtual routers. The
proposal guarantees a secure data plane update due to the use
of the secure communication and the controller. The results
show that the proposal properly shares Dom0 resources and
reduces delays in packet forwarding, because the controller
prevents Dom0 from being overloaded, which increases the
response time of this domain. In fact, the results show that an
overload on Dom0 affects routing, management, and control
performed in Dom0. XNetMon also provides high availability
in the data plane update, which is essential for a secure plane
separation. These results were mainly obtained due to the
efficiency of the XNetMon controller, which is adapted to
the Xen architecture, providing an appropriate division of
resources. Therefore, XNetMon provides isolation between
the virtual networks, preventing the opponent domain actions
under different scenarios.
As future work, we intend to implement the memory control
and to study the parameter setting on the controller to a
faster stabilization of the punishment. In addition, we intend to
integrate XNetMon with other proposals to provide a flexible
data plane in Dom0.
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